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Abstractt
The currrent worldwiide research on air polluttion caused by
b the emission of harmfuul compoundss from ships'
engines is bbased on a simplified
s
inp
put. The exissting databasees of harmful compound emissions in the exhaust
of vessels opperating in vaarious parts off the world caannot be used
d to estimate emissions
e
in m
meso- and miccroscale, e.g.
in the Balticc Sea or the Gulf of Gdan
nsk, because this would leead to excessive generaliza
zation of emisssion factors,
mainly due tto the lack of the
t required detail
d
concernning vessel mo
otion characteristics.
The firsst issue tackledd within the framework
fr
of tthe project, on
ne of whose efffects is to creeate a researcch tool in the
form of a coomputer progrram which sim
mulates toxic compound em
missions in thee exhaust of thhe main engin
nes of vessels
operating onn a specific water
w
body, wa
as to create a vessel trafficc database in a selected maarine region (e.g.
(
the Gulff
of Gdansk). The data wass obtained from
m the marine A
Automatic Ideentification Syystem (AIS).
In addition to the parameters off vessel trafficc in the analy
lyzed region of
o the sea, thhe database created,
c
is a
collection off the availablee construction
n and operatioonal data of those
t
vessels, such as their size, displaceement, power
rating of thhe main propuulsion enginees, etc. Thosee data, after the
t appropria
ate processingg, produced the
t so-called
generalized resistance chharacteristics of the ships which becam
me the basis for
f the determ
mination of the maximum
demand reqquired by thee screw prop
peller under given operating conditions. Informatiion of the motive
m
power
(instantaneoous) is necessaary to determiine the emissioon characterisstics of harmfful exhaust gasses.
The exttensive researrch resulted in the develoopment of an
n original computer progrram, MEFSAS (Model off
Emission Frrom Ships At Sea), which allows
a
to deteermine the pow
wer ratings off the screw prropulsion eng
gines (and on
their basis thhe emissions characteristic
c
cs) depending on the aforem
mentioned variables of the ooperating conditions in the
static and dyynamic. statess.
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1. Introdu
uction
a pollution
n in harborss and harbo
or approach
h areas is al
all the moree important
The prroblem of air
because of the fact thhat harbors are typicallly located near
n
or in laarge cities, and their liimited area
causes a llarge conceentration off vessels inn a small area.
a
Not without
w
signnificance arre also the
broadly uunderstood operating conditions.
c
The latter include the manner iin which engines are
operated, the incidennce and natture of steaady and traansient load
d states, ass well as th
he external

conditions affecting the engine operation. Toxicity of the exhaust gases is also influenced by the
types of fuel and lubricating oil used.
Factors determining the global emissions of substances contained in exhaust gases of marine
engines are classified and described in detail in [1, 2].
The process of modeling the emission of toxic compounds in the exhaust of a marine engine is
very complex, and it requires the input data that can be divided into four fundamental groups [9]:
 vessel parameters – length, breadth, draft, technical condition of the propulsion system,
propulsion type (including the type and number of engines), type and number of screw
propellers, etc.;
 vessel motion parameters – velocity and heading;
 external conditions – wind force and direction, air and water temperature, atmospheric pressure,
humidity, sea state;
 number of vessels, taking into account their categories.
Models of emissions from land transport, which are made in Europe, cannot be used to assess
emissions from ships. due to the difference of both hydro-meteorological conditions and the
specifics of the ship operation.
The model of toxic emissions in the exhaust gases of marine engines, STEAM (Ship Traffic
Emission Assessment Model), which is presented in [3], is based on data transmitted by AIS,
which is a basis of the calculations for determining emissions factors related to the emissions
of harmful compounds in exhaust gases. In this model, however, simplifying assumptions were not
avoided either, which may result in the fact that the determined emissions factors do not reflect the
real emissions value.
2. Theoretical foundations for determining the ship's resistance and the power of the main
propulsion system
In order to give a vessel a certain velocity, the main propulsion engine has to provide adequate
power to the propeller, which is necessary to overcome the resistance to the motion of the ship,
and the energy loss of the propeller, shafting, gears, and couplings. A general motion equation
of a ship may be presented as follows [4,5]:
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where:
m – weight of the ship, propellers and rudder,
m11 - weight of accompanying water,
R – ship's total resistance,
T – propeller thrust
T – thrust deduction..
The total resistance R of the vessel depends on the size of the vessel, its velocity, and the shape
of its hull. The resistance is also affected by external factors such as waves of the sea, hull fouling,
draft variations, etc.
It can therefore be concluded that the value of the maximum demand required depends
primarily on the dimensions of the ship and its instantaneous velocity.
The value of the propeller thrust depends on the diameter of the propeller, its geometrical
shape, speed, and the velocity of the vessel. The propeller thrust created must equalize the total

resistance of the ship R and the thrust deduction T, acting on the hull in the direction opposite
to its motion.
For steady movement (dv/dt=0) equation (1) becomes:
R + T = T
The total resistance of the ship is the sum of the resistance components
2
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where:
RF – frictional resistance,
RVP – viscous pressure resistance (form resistance)
RW – wave resistance,
RD – additional resistance,
S – wetted surface [m2],
ρ – water density [kg·m-3],
v – flow velocity around the hull. [m·s-1],
cF– frictional resistance coefficient,
cVP – viscous pressure resistance (form resistance) coefficient,
cW – wave resistance coefficient,
k – additional resistance coefficient (assumed k = 1,1 ÷ 1,2),
cT – total resistance coefficient.

(2)
(3)

Frictional resistance is related to the tangential stresses that are induced on the wetted surface
of the hull due to the viscosity. Frictional resistance coefficients cF thus depends primarily on the
Reynolds number, expressed as
(4)
where:
V – velocity of the vessel,
L – length of the vessel,
– kinematic viscosity coefficient of water.
Wave resistance is related to the wave pattern generated by a moving ship on the water
surface without viscosity (ideal fluid), i.e. on the phenomena whose existence is conditioned
by gravity. Therefore, wave resistance coefficient cW depends primarily on the Froude number.
(5)
Viscous pressure resistance is related to the effects of viscosity on the pressure distribution
and hence to form of the the waves pattern. Viscous pressure resistance coefficient thus depends
both on the Reynolds and Froude numbers.
Additional; resistance RD is primarily composed of appendage resistance RAP and air resistance
RAA.
Appendages affecting the total resistance of the ship are such components as bilge keels, shaft
brackets, shafts, propeller screws, rudders and shaft bossings on the hull.
Air resistance around the emersed part of the ship is of viscous character. The components of
air resistance are frictional resistance and viscous pressure resistance. Air resistance results from
both the relative motion of the ship in still air, and from the absolute motion of the air, i.e. the
wind. Air resistance is strongly dependent on the size and shape of the the emersed part of the ship

(especially its superstructures), and the volume and direction of the relative speed of the air. The
formula for air resistance takes the form:
(6)
where:
– air density,
– relative air velocity,
– midship cross section area of the emersed part of the ship,
cAA – air resistance coefficient,
The total resistance of the ship R is the sum of the following resistance components: frictional
RF, form RFV, wave RW and additional RD
R
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This force can be presented as a function of : instantaneous speed of the ship , hull length L,
water density , kinematic viscosity coefficient of water , vector M, characterizing the inertia
of the ship, vector A , containing information about the variable motion resistances of the ship
associated with a given water region (water depth, width of the fairway (channels), etc.), vector G,
describing the ambient conditions (e.g. ambient pressure and temperature), and vector O,
describing the navigational conditions (wind force and direction, wave height and length, etc.)[2].
Since the resistance coefficients cF, cVP = f (Rn) and cW, cVP = f (Fn), it was assumed for
modeling purposes that the values necessary to perform the calculations for a given category of a
tramp vessel are the generated values of the vessel's length L and its instantaneous speed .
The total hull resistance is presented by the equation:
∙

(8)

where:
∑

for i=1,2, ...,n – average wetted area, computed using n relationships,
– vessel speed generated on the basis of statistical data,
– air resistance generated on the basis of statistical data,
Frictional resistance coefficient was computed using the ITTC formula [5].
,

(9)

Since the outer surface of the hull (even with high-quality coatings), cannot be considered
hydrodynamically smooth, the calculations took into consideration also the hull roughness
expressed as an additive hull roughness coefficient cF using the formula [5,6]:
∆
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The coefficient of friction was calculated from

Wave resistance cannot bee determineed analyticcally. Theorretical metthods of determining
d
the ship's w
wave resistaance are based on the ffollowing asssumptions [5,7]:
– wateer is consideered to be no
on-viscous liquid,
– flow around thee hull is considered to bbe potential,, non-cyclicc.
The abbove assum
mptions lead
d to a nonllinear boun
ndary value problem fo
for Laplace''s equation
in three diimensions. This probleem can harddly be solv
ved by the adoption
a
of further sim
mplification
consistingg in the lineaarization off the boundaary conditions.
For thee calculatedd vessel the towing capaacity will be
∙

(12)

Instanttaneous effeective poweer of the prropulsion en
ngine
by the equuation:
∙

∙

∙

wiill then havve the valuee expressed
(13)

For thee calculationn of coefficcients, efficiiencies weree adopted on
n the basis oof the literaature [4,5].
3. Prograam for thee emission simulation
n of toxic compound
ds in he m
main engin
ne exhaust
of vessels operating in a specifiied water rregion
In order to perforrm simulatiions of vesssel traffic in
i the analy
yzed area, aand the esttimation of
emissions of harmfull substancess in the maiin engine ex
xhaust gases at specifieed intervalss of time, a
computer calculationn program was
w develooped, know
wn as MEFS
FSAS (Mode
del of Emisssion From
Ships At S
Sea) [2].
Fig. 1 shows a sam
mple windo
ow of a moddel input paarameters (h
hydrometeoorological conditions),
c
and Fig. 2 a window of toxic em
missions in the exhaustt on particu
ular days off the week for
f the first
category oof vessels (bbulk carrierss) [2].

Fig.1. Sample winddow of input pa
arameters forr a mathematiccal model used to estimate the emissions of harmful
substannces in the exhhaust gases off the marine m
main engines – MEFSAS (hyydrometeoroloogical conditions) [2]

Fig. 2 Sample winndow showing
g the estimatess – calculated
d using a mathematical moddel – of the em
missions of
harmfu
ful substances in the exhausst gases of the marine main engines –MEF
EFSAS –
on parrticular days of
o the week forr the first cateegory of vessels (bulk carrieers) [2]

Apart from the prresentation of
o simulatioon results in
n a tabular form,
f
the M
MEFSAS pro
ogram may
be used too visualize thhe results using bar graaphs, which
h significanttly simplifiees their anallysis.
The baasic options for presentting the sim
mulation resu
ults include:
 Bar grraphs brokeen down by the vessel ttype (Fig. 2).
 Bar ggraphs of tooxic emissiions for di fferent vessel types as
a a functioon of time, presented
separaately for CO
O, HC i NOx (Fig.. 3),

Fig. 3 G
Graph showinng the dependeence of NOx em
missions for different
d
vessel types, as a fu
function of dayy of the week
[8]

btained usinng the MEF
FSAS prog
gram can bee saved to a text file,
All thee simulationn results ob
which cann be subjeccted to statiistical analyysis (the sccope of which was noot defined at
a the time
of writing the program
m) using practically anny tool, such
h as: Statistiica, Excel, eetc. (rys.4).

F
Fig. 4 View of the table con
ntaining data obtained usin
ng the MEFSA
AS computer ssimulation pro
ogram

t the file:
The foollowing datta is saved to
 dayy of the vesssel's entry into
i
the watter region,
 minute of the event (in reelation to daay),
 traamp or liner vessel information,
 vesssel type
 winnd directionn,
 winnd speed,
 airr temperaturre,
 waater temperaature,
 atm
mospheric pressure
p
 airr humidity
 vesssel's lengthh,
 vesssel's breadtth,
 vesssel's draft,
 im
mmersed hulll volume
 vesssel's heightt
 vesssel's velociity
 vesssel's age,
 maain propulsion type (tw
wo- or four-sstroke engin
ne)
 maaximum dem
mand requirred of the m
main enginess
 winnd speed reelative to thee vessel's huull,
 winnd directionn relative to
o the vessel'ss hull,
 speecific NOx emissions for
f a given eengine type,
 speecific CO em
missions for a given enngine type,
 speecific HC em
missions for a given enngine type,
 NO
Ox emissionns for a giveen engine tyype,
 CO
O emissionss for a given
n engine typpe,
 HC
C emissionss for a given
n engine typpe,
Figuree 5 shows an
a algorithm
m which is the basis for
f calculatiions perform
med by thee MEFSAS
program.

Fig. 5 Algorithm being the basis for calculations performed by the MEFSAS program.

4. Conclusions
Continuous development of maritime transport, with the ever increasing demands
on environmental protection, high costs, and problems associated with the measurement
of emissions of harmful compounds in the exhaust of ships in transit, as well as the lack
of sufficiently accurate methods for the determination of indirect emissions, were the main reason
for undertaking research studies on modeling the emissions processes of marine diesel main
propulsion engines under the marine operating conditions [2].
The current worldwide research on atmospheric air pollution caused by the emission
of harmful compounds from ships' engines, based on a simplified input data cannot be used
to estimate emissions within e.g. the Baltic Sea or the Gulf of Gdansk, since they lead
to a significant underestimation of emissions, mainly because of insufficient detail of the marine
traffic characteristics. Besides, the known models of the harmful compound emissions in exhaust
gases of marine engines, which are used primarily to support local and regional model studies
concerning air quality, are deterministic models with varying degrees of accuracy which depends
on the resolution of the spatial allocation of emissions at a particular location and time. Moreover,
the accuracy of a given model depends to a large extent on the amount and quality of input data,
determined by financial resources earmarked for the creation, implementation, and calibration
of the model [2].
The mathematical model of toxic emissions proposed in [2], which is based on stochastic
processes using Monte Carlo methods, allows for a rapid analysis of marine traffic in a particular
area, and for calculation with considerable accuracy of the emission intensity of each harmful
compound, and their weight in relation to both a single vessel, and to vessels remaining in the area
for a specified period of time. Furthermore, the model developed is the first fully predictive model,
and the accompanying computer simulation program allows the analysis of marine traffic, and
emission intensity at the selected point of time, taking into account hydro-meteorological
conditions corresponding to that point.
The mathematical model was the basis for the development of a computer program that allows
to solve the model's equations. The results generated by the program can be saved to a file
compatible with Microsoft Excel, which allows for their analysis independent of the software used
by the model. Additionally. it is possible to visualize the simulation results in the form of easily
readable charts showing: the number of vessels in the analyzed water area during the day, with the
option of splitting the vessels by their type, the emissions of various toxic compounds by the day
and vessel type, as well as the total emissions of individual compounds from all vessels on each of
the days of the simulation. Another feature of the program is the is the possibility to visualize the
motion of the simulated vessels in the analyzed water region on the basis of the simulation results.
This feature is based on the animation showing the vessels plotted on the chart of the relevant area.
The simulation program developed is open to any modifications related to the specifics of the
analyzed issue, and, what is more, because of its versatility, it may be implemented into any area
of marine operations very quickly after the introduction of a new set of input data.
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